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Why We Chose 

Initialization 

and 

Finalization

 Our Studied at Montana Tech have had us use 

these constructs a lot over the years.

 Occurs in Java and C++ languages.

 Always knew we had to initialize object and variables. 

Which pique our interest in learn the about why it is 

important.



Overview/Purpose
 Initialization and finalization are a major construct of most imperative 

languages.

 Initialization's purpose is to facilitate assign of space and values to objects 

and variables in memory.

 Finalization's purpose is to facilitate the deallocation of objects and 

variables from memory when they are no longer used.



Languages 

Used In

Java

C++

Fortran 

Common Lisp

Python

Simula



History of 

Initialization

The beginning of initialization started with the use of variables 

in formulas introduced by FORTRAN in 1954. This was the first 

imperative programming language to be released. In OOL, 

initialization is used also when constructing an object.

 Simula (1967)-

 First object-oriented programming language 

introducing classes.

 SmallTalk (1980) -

 Classes are objects, and instances are another 

object. SmallTalk uses messages to access 

behaviors of a class from the class meta-data.

 C++ (1983) -

 Explicit definition of value types.

 Object can be created implicitly.



History of Initialization (Cont.)

 Python (1991) -

 Implicit definition of value types.

 Uses special constructor for classes to intialize an object.

 Java (1995) -

 This is the first language to allow for the creation of a default constructor without 

the need to type it.



History of 

Finalization

 Common LISP (1958) -

 First to implement garbage collection

 C++ (1983) -

 Introduced destructors for dealing 
with "garbage"

 Later versions include smart pointers 

in the 1990's

 Java (1995) -

 Automated garbage collection



Simula Initialization

http://staff.um.edu.mt/jskl1/talk.html



Java 

Initialization



Common Lisp Finalization

http://www.gnu.org/software/emacs/manual/html_node/elisp/Garbage-Collection.html



C++ Finalization

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/cpp/cpp/destructors-cpp?view=msvc-170



Challenges

 Constructor naming

 Certain languages allow multiple 

constructors for a class. To 

differentiate, a language will 

call parameters to interpret the 

correct constructor.

 SmallTalk and Eiffel use a 

number to system to 

differentiate constructors.



Challenges (Cont.)

 Reference vs. Values

 Languages such as C++ and Ada allow variables to be the value of an object

 SmallTalk, Ruby, Python, and Java use variables to refer an object 

 During initialization in C++, you can initiate an object without specifying a 

constructor call. This makes it possible to use an object variable before it has a 

value

 In C#, you must explicitly call the correct constructor for object creation



Pros of Initialization 
& Finalization

 Initializing objects and variables 

space in memory ensures fast 

performance of a program by only 

using up the required memory

 The pro of finalization is to free 

up memory that is no longer being 

used by an object.



Cons of Initialization 
& Finalization

 Each language has their own way 

of using finalization process on 

objects.

 C++ requires the user to have a 

higher knowledge of memory 

management.

 While Java uses an automated 

garbage collection system to 

remove unreferenced objects.



Remarks

 It is safe to say without initialization and 

finalization, object-oriented languages would 

not be able to operate the way they do today.

 Initialization has come a long way from its 

humbled beginnings. The use of variables and 

objects have become a customary feature in 

programming languages.

 Finalization made memory management 

efficient for programmers.



Questions ?
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